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The closer Amos Decker comes to the truth, the deadlier it gets in David Baldacci's latest #1 New York Times bestselling Memory
Man thriller. Something sinister is going on in Baronville. The rust belt town has seen four bizarre murders in the space of two
weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes--obscure bible verses, odd symbols--have the police stumped. Amos Decker and his FBI
colleague Alex Jamison are in Baronville visiting Alex's sister and her family. It's a bleak place: a former mill and mining town with
a crumbling economy and rampant opioid addiction. Decker has only been there a few hours when he stumbles on a horrific
double murder scene. Then the next killing hits sickeningly close to home. And with the lives of people he cares about suddenly
hanging in the balance, Decker begins to realize that the recent string of deaths may be only one small piece of a much larger
scheme--with consequences that will reach far beyond Baronville. Decker, with his singular talents, may be the only one who can
crack this bizarre case. Only this time--when one mistake could cost him everything--Decker finds that his previously infallible
memory may not be so trustworthy after all... "Decker is one of the most unusual detectives any novelist has dreamed up."
--Washington Post
Memory Man: by David Baldacci | Summary & Analysis A Smarter You In 15 Minutes... What is your time worth? In short, the
summary of Memory Man by David Baldacci is as follows: Amos Decker, a police detective and a former professional athlete,
returned home one evening and found his wife, young daughter, and brother-in-law murdered. Trying to regain his strength to face
the fact that his family is now destroyed, Decker turns to one of his remarkable blessing in disguise - an everlasting permanent
memory where he cannot forget anything due to a violent incident, which ended his professional sports career for good. He left the
police force, lost his home, and ended up living an independent life on the street as a private investigator. Having done this for
more than a year, Decker is summoned back to the police force to help with an investigation, which turns his hometown,
Burlington, to its knees, while finding chances to learn about what happened to his family that sad night. Like other crime and
thriller fictions, Memory Man by David Baldacci will provide suspense and excitement, which will make it almost impossible to put
down. Not only that, Memory Man will also touch the reader's sentimentality, as it explores the character's deeply felt sadness,
grief, and catharsis. It reintroduces hope when everything else seems to fail. It is climactic, complex, and compelling, and it will be
highly favored by all thriller and crime fiction fans. A must-have in all thriller fans collection, Memory Man serves as another
remarkable piece coming from David Baldacci who has sold more than 110 million print copies of his books. With special offers
and product promotions, you can get this book for free. Get your copy in Amazon now, you will be able to enjoy the thrill Memory
Man provides even though you are on the other side of the world. Detailed overview of the book Most valuable lessons and
information Key Takeaways and Analysis Take action today and grab this best selling book for a limited time discount of only
$6.99! Written by Elite Summaries Please note: This is a detailed summary and analysis of the book and not the original book.
keyword: Memory Man, Memory Man book, Memory Man kindle, David Baldacci, Memory Man David Baldacci, Memory Man
paperback
Memory Man
This "impossible to put down" #1 New York Times bestseller introduces Amos Decker, a gifted police detective with a perfect
memory who must solve a mystery he wishes he could forget: his family's murder (Washington Post). Amos Decker's life changed
forever--twice. The first time was on the gridiron. A big, towering athlete, he was the only person from his hometown of Burlington
ever to play in the NFL. But his career ended before it had a chance to begin. On his very first play, a violent helmet-to-helmet
collision knocked him off the field forever, and left him with an improbable side effect--he can forget nothing. The second time was
at home nearly two decades later. Now a police detective, Decker returned from a stakeout one evening and entered a
nightmare--his wife, young daughter, and brother-in-law had been murdered. His family destroyed, their killer's identity as
mysterious as the motive behind the crime, and unable to forget a single detail from that horrible night, Decker finds his world
collapsing around him. He leaves the police force, loses his home, and winds up on the street, taking piecemeal jobs as a private
investigator when he can. But over a year later, a man turns himself in to the police and confesses to the murders. At the same
time a horrific event nearly brings Burlington to its knees, and Decker is called back in to help with this investigation. Decker also
seizes his chance to learn what really happened to his family that night. To uncover the stunning truth, he must use his remarkable
gifts and confront the burdens that go along with them. He must endure the memories he would much rather forget. And he may
have to make the ultimate sacrifice. Memory Man will stay with you long after the turn of the final page.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author with over 130 million books in print worldwide returns with his next blockbuster thriller.
Amos Decker's life takes a terrible turn as soon as the book starts. He walks in and finds his family murdered. He has already
gone through traumatic life changes as a young adult involved in a brain altering accident. Unfortunately the results of that
accident make the murders of his family even more painful and unbearable. Amos cannot forget anything and his brain now has a
new way of categorizing information using numbers and color. Memory Man takes us through Decker's journey of trying to survive
the altercations of his own brain. He can never escape his own mind, and therefore he can never recover from the murders of his
family. This story follows Decker through decline and discovery as he desperately tries to find out what happened to his family and
introduces the reader to the possibilities of the human mind. Baldacci takes two different scenarios that could both make a good
basis for a book and combines them to present a page turning and intelligent experience. The football accident and the murders
both intrigue the reader, and Baldacci intertwines them successfully into a story that represents the human will to live against a
backdrop of everything that makes us want to give up.Download your copy today!Available on PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or
Kindle device. (c) 2015 All Rights Reserved
Stell dir vor, du kannst nie mehr etwas vergessen. Auch nicht, was du unbedingt vergessen willst. Seit einem dramatischen Unfall
kann Amos Decker nichts mehr aus seinem Gedächtnis tilgen. Eine Eigenschaft, die ihn zu einem perfekten Ermittler werden
lässt. Bis seine Familie bestialisch ermordet wird und er unter der Flut der unlöschbaren Bilder fast zerbricht. Ein Jahr später
taucht ein Mann auf und bekennt sich zu der Tat. Und noch während Decker verwirrt feststellt, dass der Mann lügt, findet erneut
ein Massaker statt, diesmal an Deckers alter Schule. Wie hängen die Verbrechen zusammen? Wurden sie nur begangen, um
Decker zu treffen? Und wird es ihm gemeinsam mit seiner früheren Kollegin gelingen, den Wahnsinn zu stoppen?

In his #1 New York Times bestseller Memory Man, David Baldacci introduced the extraordinary detective Amos Deckerthe man who can forget nothing. Now, Decker returns in a spectacular new thriller . . . THE LAST MILE Convicted
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murderer Melvin Mars is counting down the last hours before his execution--for the violent killing of his parents twenty
years earlier--when he's granted an unexpected reprieve. Another man has confessed to the crime. Amos Decker, newly
hired on an FBI special task force, takes an interest in Mars's case after discovering the striking similarities to his own life:
Both men were talented football players with promising careers cut short by tragedy. Both men's families were brutally
murdered. And in both cases, another suspect came forward, years after the killing, to confess to the crime. A suspect
who may or may not have been telling the truth. The confession has the potential to make Melvin Mars--guilty or not--a
free man. Who wants Mars out of prison? And why now? But when a member of Decker's team disappears, it becomes
clear that something much larger--and more sinister--than just one convicted criminal's life hangs in the balance. Decker
will need all of his extraordinary brainpower to stop an innocent man from being executed.
Amos Decker's life takes a terrible turn as soon as the book starts. He walks in and finds his family murdered. He has
already gone through traumatic life changes as a young adult involved in a brain altering accident. Unfortunately the
results of that accident make the murders of his family even more painful and unbearable. Amos cannot forget anything
and his brain now has a new way of categorizing information using numbers and color. Memory Man takes us through
Decker's journey of trying to survive the altercations of his own brain. He can never escape his own mind, and therefore
he can never recover from the murders of his family. This story follows Decker through decline and discovery as he
desperately tries to find out what happened to his family and introduces the reader to the possibilities of the human mind.
Baldacci takes two different scenarios that could both make a good basis for a book and combines them to present a
page turning and intelligent experience. The football accident and the murders both intrigue the reader, and Baldacci
intertwines them successfully into a story that represents the human will to live against a backdrop of everything that
makes us want to give up. Download your copy today! for a limited time discount of only $2.99! Available on PC, Mac,
smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. (c) 2015 All Rights Reserved
FREE PREVIEW - FIRST SIX CHAPTERS ONLY THE NEW MEMORY MAN NOVEL! Amos Decker witnesses a murder
just outside FBI headquarters. A man shoots a woman execution-style on a crowded sidewalk, then turns the gun on
himself. Even with Decker's extraordinary powers of observation and deduction, the killing is baffling. Decker and his
team can find absolutely no connection between the shooter--a family man with a successful consulting business--and
his victim, a schoolteacher. Nor is there a hint of any possible motive for the attack. Enter Harper Brown. An agent of the
Defense Intelligence Agency, she orders Decker to back off the case. The murder is part of an open DIA investigation,
one so classified that Decker and his team aren't cleared for it. But they learn that the DIA believes solving the murder is
now a matter of urgent national security. Critical information may have been leaked to a hostile government--or worse, an
international terrorist group--and an attack may be imminent. Decker's never been one to follow the rules, especially with
the stakes so high. Forced into an uneasy alliance with Agent Brown, Decker remains laser focused on only one goal:
solving the case before it's too late.
The incredible follow-up to the #1 New York Times bestseller Memory Man BOOK 2 IN THE AMOS DECKER SERIES Exdetective Decker suffered a life changing head injury when he played professional football as a young man. His accident
resulted in a condition known as Savant syndrome, where the sufferer demonstrates extraordinary abilities far in excess
of what is considered normal. In Decker's case, he has gained a phenomenal memory. Decker is still suffering from the
devastating loss of his wife and only daughter. They were murdered in his home two years previously. Overwhelmed with
grief, his life spiralled out of control and he lost his job, his home, and his self-respect. It is only when teenagers are
gunned down in a shooting at a local school, and Decker's special skills can help to find the killer, that he goes back to
work with the help of his former partner, detective Mary Lancaster. As the investigation deepens, new evidence reveals
that one of the weapons used in the shooting was the same as that used to kill Decker's wife and daughter. The case
turns even more personal as he attempts to track down the killer. This sequel takes Decker to a new case where he will
be required to test his special skills to the very limit of his endurance. PRAISE FOR MEMORY MAN "It's big, bold and
almost impossible to put down" Washington Post "Readers will want to see Decker back on the printed page again and
again." Kirkus Reviews "[A] strong first in a new thriller series from bestseller Baldacci" Publishers Weekly
Remember his name: FBI Agent Amos Decker is back in a thrilling memory man investigation from number one
bestseller, David Baldacci. A town with a secret. A lone hunter discovers the remains of a woman in North Dakota’s
Badlands. She appears to have had a post-mortem performed on her reminiscent of those only seen on TV shows – but
this time, there was no slab, morgue or camera in sight. A victim without a past. The reason why Irene Cramer’s death
merits an FBI investigation becomes rapidly clear when key questions surface about her mysterious past. Little is known
about this school teacher, where she came from or her true identity. She clearly had something to hide. A hero with a
unique skill. FBI investigator, Amos Decker and his colleague, Alex Jamison, are summoned to seek answers in the local
community of London, North Dakota, which sits at the very heart of the fracking industry. Enriched with oil money,
jealousy and a deep-set rivalry lie beneath a veneer of glitz and opulence. Decker soon realizes that the nearby ‘eye in
the sky’, the Air Force Station, may hold the vital clues and that this town holds secrets so explosive that they could
destabilize the entire country . . Walk the Wire by David Baldacci is the sixth book in the Amos Decker series. Once read,
never forgotten.
Can't get enough of David Baldacci's Memory Man? Dive a little deeper into his world, discover hidden treasures, and
hang out with Amos Decker just a little longer with this Sidekick.Warning: This is an independent companion to Memory
Man, meant to enhance your experience of the novel. If you have not yet bought David Baldacci's novel, make sure to
purchase it before buying this unofficial Sidekick.A knock to the head left Detective Amos Decker with an unusual
medical condition: he can't forget anything. Over a year has passed since he came home to discover the bodies of his
wife and daughter, but he still sees their images vividly in his mind. Now, a new case which seems related to the murders
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offers him the chance to find out what really happened-but to do so, he'll have to peer directly into the agony of his past.A
master of suspense, David Baldacci has published twenty-nine novels, all of them bestsellers. Memory Man is the first
novel in his new Amos Decker series.With this Sidekick, you'll: * Learn what you might have missed on your first read of
Baldacci's novel * Discover some of the book's secret gems and underlying themes * Explore possible alternate endings
and imagine ideas for a prequel * Spend some more time with the characters you've come to know and love, delving
deep into their psyches and hidden motives * Get a chance to discuss Memory Man with other savvy readersSidekicks
are entertaining and insightful reading companions, filled with delightful commentary and thought-provoking questions.
What are readers saying about Anna Call's Sidekicks? "Makes the book much more interesting," "a real eye-opener," a
"beautifully written perspective into what is actually happening between the lines." Designed to be read side by side with
the novels they complement, they'll give you even more reasons to love some of today's best books.Here's the best
part:Today, you can get all of these insights into Memory Man 100% risk free!Take this Sidekick for a test-drive for up to
7 days. If you don't love it as much as we love a great novel, then simply return it for a full refund under Amazon's ironclad 100% money-back guarantee on ebooks. No questions asked. This is also WeLoveNovels' promise that you will get
more out of the novel than you ever have before, or we'll find a way to make it up to you (contact info inside). There's
absolutely no risk on your part for one full week. So go find that orange "Buy Now With 1-Click" button and in an instant
you can start exploring the book in a whole new way!
Memory Man (Memory Man series) By David Baldacci
Detective Amos Decker discovers that a mistake he made as a rookie detective may have led to deadly consequences in the latest Memory
Man thriller in David Baldacci's #1 New York Times bestselling series. Amos Decker and his FBI partner Alex Jamison are visiting his
hometown of Burlington, Ohio, when he's approached by an unfamiliar man. But he instantly recognizes the man's name: Meryl Hawkins.
He's the first person Decker ever arrested for murder back when he was a young detective. Though a dozen years in prison have left
Hawkins unrecognizably aged and terminally ill, one thing hasn't changed: He maintains he never committed the murders. Could it be
possible that Decker made a mistake all those years ago? As he starts digging into the old case, Decker finds a startling connection to a new
crime that he may be able to prevent, if only he can put the pieces together quickly enough...
The first in the Amos Decker series, Memory Man is an astounding novel from blockbuster author David Baldacci, where an extraordinary
man races to hunt down a terrible killer. Amos Decker would forever remember all three of their violent deaths in the most paralyzing shade of
blue. It would cut into him at unpredictable moments, like a gutting knife made of colored light. He would never be free from it. When Amos
Decker returned home eighteen months ago to find the bodies of his wife and only daughter, he didn't think he could carry on living.
Overwhelmed with grief, he saw his life spiral out of control, losing his job as a detective, his house and his self-respect. But when his former
partner in the police, Mary Lancaster, visits to tell him that someone has confessed to the murder of his family, he knows he owes it to his
wife and child to seek justice for them. As Decker comes to terms with the news, tragedy strikes at the local school. Thirteen teenagers are
gunned down, and the killer is at large. Following the serious brain injury Amos suffered as a professional footballer, he gained a remarkable
gift - and the police believe that this unusual skill will assist in the hunt for the killer. Amos must endure the memories he would rather forget,
and when new evidence links the murders, he is left with only one option. Memory Man will stay with you long after the turn of the final page.
Trivia-On-Books Memory Man by David Baldacci Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a time of fun! Still
devastated after the brutal murder of his family one year before, detective Amos Decker is called back into action when there is a report of a
massive shooting at a school. Upon further investigation, Amos finds that the man who murdered his family and the one who took down so
many school children may be one in the same. Ironically, Amos Decker is afflicted with a condition that will not let him forget, but that turns
out to be both a blessing and a curse for this detective. Will Amos Decker find all the answers he's looking for and take down the killer before
the killer finishes what he started? You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the book, but not be a fan. You
may call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia quiz on the book for readers,
students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the challenge yourself and share it with
your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach to Memory Man by David Baldacci that is both insightful
and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: - 30 Multiple choice questions on the book, plots, characters and author - Insightful commentary
to answer every question - Complementary quiz material for yourself or your reading group - Results provided with scores to determine
"status" Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!
When a convicted killer is saved by another man's confession, Amos Decker, now an FBI special task force detective, must find the truth in
this "utterly absorbing" #1 New York Times bestseller (Associated Press). Convicted murderer Melvin Mars is counting down the last hours
before his execution--for the violent killing of his parents twenty years earlier--when he's granted an unexpected reprieve. Another man has
confessed to the crime. Amos Decker, newly hired on an FBI special task force, takes an interest in Mars's case after discovering the striking
similarities to his own life: Both men were talented football players with promising careers cut short by tragedy. Both men's families were
brutally murdered. And in both cases, another suspect came forward, years after the killing, to confess to the crime. A suspect who may or
may not have been telling the truth. The confession has the potential to make Melvin Mars--guilty or not--a free man. Who wants Mars out of
prison? And why now? But when a member of Decker's team disappears, it becomes clear that something much larger--and more
sinister--than just one convicted criminal's life hangs in the balance. Decker will need all of his extraordinary brainpower to stop an innocent
man from being executed.
FBI Special Agent Amos Decker discovers that a mistake he made as a rookie detective may have led to deadly consequences in the latest
Memory Man thriller in David Baldacci's number one New York Times bestselling series.Amos Decker and his FBI partner Alex Jamison are
visiting his hometown of Burlington, Ohio, when he's approached by an unfamiliar man. But he instantly recognizes the man's name: Meryl
Hawkins. He's the first person Decker ever arrested for murder back when he was a young detective. Though a dozen years in prison have
left Hawkins unrecognizably aged and terminally ill, one thing hasn't changed: He maintains he never committed the murders. Could it be
possible that Decker made a mistake all those years ago? As he starts digging into the old case, Decker finds a startling connection to a new
crime that he may be able to prevent, if only he can put the pieces together quickly enough...
With over 110 million copies of his novels in print, David Baldacci is one of the most widely read storytellers in the world. Now he introduces a
startling, original new character: a man with perfect memory who must solve his own family's murder. MEMORY MAN Amos Decker's life
changed forever--twice. The first time was on the gridiron. A big, towering athlete, he was the only person from his hometown of Burlington
ever to go pro. But his career ended before it had a chance to begin. On his very first play, a violent helmet-to-helmet collision knocked him
off the field for good, and left him with an improbable side effect--he can never forget anything. The second time was at home nearly two
decades later. Now a police detective, Decker returned from a stakeout one evening and entered a nightmare--his wife, young daughter, and
brother-in-law had been murdered.His family destroyed, their killer's identity as mysterious as the motive behind the crime, and unable to
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forget a single detail from that horrible night, Decker finds his world collapsing around him. He leaves the police force, loses his home, and
winds up on the street, taking piecemeal jobs as a private investigator when he can. But over a year later, a man turns himself in to the police
and confesses to the murders. At the same time a horrific event nearly brings Burlington to its knees, and Decker is called back in to help with
this investigation. Decker also seizes his chance to learn what really happened to his family that night. To uncover the stunning truth, he must
use his remarkable gifts and confront the burdens that go along with them. He must endure the memories he would much rather forget. And
he may have to make the ultimate sacrifice. MEMORY MAN will stay with you long after the turn of the final page.
David Baldacci's remarkable detective Amos Decker--the man who can forget nothing--was first introduced in the sensational #1 New York
Times bestseller Memory Man. Now Decker returns in a stunning new novel . . . THE FIX Amos Decker witnesses a murder just outside FBI
headquarters. A man shoots a woman execution-style on a crowded sidewalk, then turns the gun on himself. Even with Decker's
extraordinary powers of observation and deduction, the killing is baffling. Decker and his team can find absolutely no connection between the
shooter--a family man with a successful consulting business--and his victim, a schoolteacher. Nor is there a hint of any possible motive for the
attack. Enter Harper Brown. An agent of the Defense Intelligence Agency, she orders Decker to back off the case. The murder is part of an
open DIA investigation, one so classified that Decker and his team aren't cleared for it. But they learn that the DIA believes solving the
murder is now a matter of urgent national security. Critical information may have been leaked to a hostile government--or worse, an
international terrorist group--and an attack may be imminent. Decker's never been one to follow the rules, especially with the stakes so high.
Forced into an uneasy alliance with Agent Brown, Decker remains laser focused on only one goal: solving the case before it's too late.

IMPORTANT INFO: Before considering a purchase of * Memory Man by David Baldacci - Reviewed *, you should to be
aware of two things: 1. This is a book review/summary of David Baldacci's excellent book, * Memory Man (Amos Decker
Series) *. 2. It's not the original * Memory Man (Amos Decker Series) * book. When you purchase and read this
Review/Summary of Memory Man, you'll get a brief Chapter-by-Chapter breakdown and analysis of the events as they
unfold ... along with a Glossary of the important characters and terms used in the original book. Included is an interesting
list of possible study questions (book club discussion topics) and quotes from the original book. Wrapping it all up is a
discussion of the critical reviews for * Memory Man (Amos Decker Series) * as well as an overall opinion of the book.
Whether you're reading this for a book club, school report, or just want to get a quick preview before diving into the full
length book, you can use this book review and study guide to get the most out of your experience reading * Memory Man
(Amos Decker Series) by David Baldacci*. Whether you purchase this Summary or not, you are encouraged to purchase
the original book. And if you do purchase my Review Summary book, my hope is that you not only enjoy it, but receive
good value and insight from it as well! With special thanks... Anthony Granger
Trivia-on-Book: Memory Man by David Baldacci Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a
time of fun! Still devastated after the brutal murder of his family one year before, detective Amos Decker is called back
into action when there is a report of a massive shooting at a school. Upon further investigation, Amos finds that the man
who murdered his family and the one who took down so many school children may be one in the same. Ironically, Amos
Decker is afflicted with a condition that will not let him forget, but that turns out to be both a blessing and a curse for this
detective. Will Amos Decker find all the answers he's looking for and take down the killer before the killer finishes what he
started? You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the book, but not be a fan. You may call
yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia quiz on the book for
readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the
challenge yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach
to Memory Man by David Baldacci that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: * 30 Multiple choice
questions on the book, plots, characters and author * Insightful commentary to answer every question * Complementary
quiz material for yourself or your reading group * Results provided with scores to determine "status" Promising quality
and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!!
Trivia-on-Book: Memory Man by David Baldacci Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a
time of fun! Still devastated after the brutal murder of his family one year before, detective Amos Decker is called back
into action when there is a report of a massive shooting at a school. Upon further investigation, Amos finds that the man
who murdered his family and the one who took down so many school children may be one in the same. Ironically, Amos
Decker is afflicted with a condition that will not let him forget, but that turns out to be both a blessing and a curse for this
detective. Will Amos Decker find all the answers he's looking for and take down the killer before the killer finishes what he
started? You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the book, but not be a fan. You may call
yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia quiz on the book for
readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the
challenge yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach
to Memory Man by David Baldacci that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: • 30 Multiple choice
questions on the book, plots, characters and author • Insightful commentary to answer every question • Complementary
quiz material for yourself or your reading group • Results provided with scores to determine "status" Promising quality
and value, come play your trivia of a favorite book!
?Amer-Asia Books,Inc.1996???????Amer-Asia Books,Inc????
"Amos era la única persona de Burlington, su ciudad natal, que se convirtió en jugador profesional de fútbol americano,
pero su carrera terminó antes de comenzar. Un violento choque de su cabeza contra la de un rival lo expulsó de los
terrenos de juego para siempre y le provocó un extraño efecto secundario: nunca puede ol vidar nada. Dos décadas más
tarde, su vida volvió a sufrir un dramático cambio. Decker, convertido en inspector de policía, regresó una noche a su
casa y entró en una pesadilla: su mujer, su hija y su cuñado habían sido asesinados. In capaz de olvidar cada detalle de
esa noche terrible, Decker abandonó la policía y sobrevivió aceptando ocasionales trabajos como detective privado. Más
de un año después, un hombre se entrega a policía y confiesa ser el autor de los asesinatos. Al mismo tiempo, un
acontecimiento horroroso que sacude a la ciudad de Burlington impulsa a Decker a reincorporarse Al cuerpo policial y le
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ofrece una oportunidad de descubrir lo que realmente le ocurrió a su familia."--Casadellibro.
Welcome to the #1 in-depth summary & analysis of David Baldacci's best-selling novel, Memory Man. If you have not
gotten enough of this book, then you have come to the right place. You have followed Amos Decker for years now and
have lived through his pain and triumphs. This summary allows you as the reader to still connect with Amos and
whatever is happening in his life, but in a more expedited way. Together, with our summary, analysis, commentary, and
much more, we provide everything that a reader needs to obtain a fantastic reading experience. To be more elaborate,
our #1 in-depth summary & analysis includes: - Book Review - Story Elements - Character List and Analysis - Symbolism
- Motifs - Themes - Chapter Summaries We hope you enjoy this book and do not forget to review and rate our summary
& analysis!
Wanna Read But Not Enough Time? Then, grab a SpeedyReads of The Last Mile by David Baldacci now! Here's a
sample of what you'll see in this book: Background Information about The Last Mile Publication and other Details The
Last Mile was published on the 19th of April, 2016. The Last Mile is part of the Amos Decker series by David Baldacci.
David Baldacci introduced his readers to the character of Amos Decker in Memory Man, a New York Times #1 Bestseller.
David Baldacci has been praised to be excellent at plot-sketching and character development and dialogue. The novel is
about a man on death row who is nearing his execution and gets released because another death row inmate confesses
to the murder of his parents two decades ago. This gives rise to a riveting tale with several twists and turns and a secret
that is considerably larger than the picture. *this is an unofficial summary of The Last Mile by David Baldacci. It is not
endorsed, affiliated by The Last Mile or David Baldacci. It is not the full book. Download And Start Reading Now - Even if
it's 3 AM! Hurry, Limited Quantities Available! *Bonus Section Included* 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money
back!

Trivia-on-Book: The Last Mile by David Baldacci Take the challenge yourself and share it with friends and family for a time of fun!
The latest novel in the Amos Decker series, The Last Mile, is as good as any other Baldacci novel. Decker gets involved in a
special operations team of the FBI. He investigates the case of Melvin Mars whose execution was stayed hours before it was
supposed to take place because another man, in another jail, had confessed to the crime of which Mars was convicted. The book
has lived up to the expectation created by the earlier novel of the series. RT Book Reviews rated it four and a half stars and called
it an “explosive new novel.” You may have read the book, but not have liked it. You may have liked the book, but not be a fan.
You may call yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you a fan? Trivia-on-Books is an independently curated trivia quiz on the book
for readers, students, and fans alike. Whether you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the challenge
yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books provides a unique approach to The Last Mile by
David Baldacci that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll Find Inside: • 30 Multiple choice questions on the book,
plots, characters and author • Insightful commentary to answer every question • Complementary quiz material for yourself or your
reading group • Results provided with scores to determine "status" Promising quality and value, come play your trivia of a favorite
book!
With over 110 million copies of his novels in print, David Baldacci is one of the most widely read storytellers in the world. Now he
introduces a startling, original new character: a man with perfect memory who must solve his own family's murder. MEMORY MAN
Amos Decker's life changed forever--twice. The first time was on the gridiron. A big, towering athlete, he was the only person from
his hometown of Burlington ever to go pro. But his career ended before it had a chance to begin. On his very first play, a violent
helmet-to-helmet collision knocked him off the field for good, and left him with an improbable side effect--he can never forget
anything. The second time was at home nearly two decades later. Now a police detective, Decker returned from a stakeout one
evening and entered a nightmare--his wife, young daughter, and brother-in-law had been murdered. His family destroyed, their
killer's identity as mysterious as the motive behind the crime, and unable to forget a single detail from that horrible night, Decker
finds his world collapsing around him. He leaves the police force, loses his home, and winds up on the street, taking piecemeal
jobs as a private investigator when he can. But over a year later, a man turns himself in to the police and confesses to the
murders. At the same time a horrific event nearly brings Burlington to its knees, and Decker is called back in to help with this
investigation. Decker also seizes his chance to learn what really happened to his family that night. To uncover the stunning truth,
he must use his remarkable gifts and confront the burdens that go along with them. He must endure the memories he would much
rather forget. And he may have to make the ultimate sacrifice. MEMORY MAN will stay with you long after the turn of the final
page.
????,???????????????????????·?????????????????,??????,???????????......
????,?????,????????????,?????????????????????——?????,?????????,??????????????????,???????????,??????????????,????
???????????????????????????????,???????????????????......
Memory Man by David Baldacci | Digest & Review David Baldacci returns with an intriguing book about Amos Decker, a man
blessed with a perfect memory. He works as a detective but his life takes a sudden U-turn when he returns home one night to find
his wife, daughter, and brother-in-law brutally murdered. Grieving, Amos leaves his job and becomes a loner until one day, over a
year after the fatal incident, a man turns himself in for the murder of his family. Decker is back with the force, and this time he uses
his memory to uncover what really happened that night. With this digest companion, you'll enjoy: * A digest of the Memory Man *
Content for your book club or other group event. * Stories beyond the digest and tidbits you may not know * The book's impact and
its important to read * And more! What other readers are saying: "You can read it before you read the novel or after you read it as
a supplement to the actual book." "Very concise and helpful for our Book Club." "It is full of story information, interesting facts
about the novel and the author as well." "This overview gave me an idea of what the book covers. From it, I have been able to
decide whether or not to purchase the book." "The Digest helped clarify the historical background. Beautifully written and deeply
moving." Our promise: Reader's Companions bring you immaculate study materials on literature at exceptionally low prices that do
not compromise on quality. These are supplementary materials and does not contain any text or summary of the book. 100%
satisfaction guaranteed.
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